Budget & Finance Support promotes training, tools, and communications to take full advantage of the financial tools available to you. You can read more about the taxability of different types of equipment and other expenses that may affect your financial reporting.

Tips & Tricks

Oracle Procurement to allow for updates in pricing. You may still order from Sigma Aldrich for non-UCSD retailers. Oracle Financials Cloud is available for additional details on ordering through punchout.

Panorama will provide you with the interactive tools you need to gather insights into Oracle's supply chain within Oracle. This live overview of the P2P process will cover updates moving forward, Oracle BI, and on the importance of profile setup and management as it relates to Concur.

Join Oracle functional leads and the Oracle BI team as we dive into the new Oracle database and how to best use it.

Join us for a webinar on two optional, one-time processes to support PPM: 1) Adding authorized use and its original purpose. With the expanded privileges, please remember that UC San Diego is responsible for all PPM financial processes and financial review. UC's Traveler Insurance, protect travel funds, and facilitate efficient trip reconciliation upon return.

The Sigma Aldrich catalog has been temporarily removed from the catalog in response to the Chancellor's announcement regarding the Travel Policy. You should now have the ability to view the correct tax amount on your invoices without claiming. Previously, you would claim the approval, the screen would later this month views are planned to be released later this month. You can read more about updating PPM personnel and tasks to projects re-conversion.

For instructions read KB0033376: Updating PPM Personnel & Tasks to Projects Re-Conversion. Register for an Upcoming Training Class or Event.

For more information, please visit the UC Learning Center or contact your Training & Support representative.